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ITEM 1. Proposed changes to the faculty home page  

  

Discussion: These proposed changes affect how faculty contact information is presented visually on the 

page. Please review these proposed changes and recommend if they should be 

implemented. 

 

The cluster feels like the word “Education” is misplaced.  Could the faculty education and 

professional organizations be separated from the supervisor information?   

 

Reminder that syllabi are due to be posted by tomorrow. 

 

Data source consulted (where appropriate) 

http://www.pbcc.edu/documents/Academic_Services/ClusterAttachment102208.pdf 

 

Action:  

 

ITEM 2. Cluster issues updates  

  

Discussion: 1) linked classes  

 

 Continue gathering information for possible implementation at Eissey and Boca in fall. 

 Richard can possibly teach 1684-ENC1101? 

 

 2) writing sample for placement 

  

 For peak periods, could faculty be sent scanned essays to read? 

 Should Patti Anderson be contacted for support? 

 

 3)  textbooks/lab 

 Discussed grammar and writing texts.  Shelly proposed Grammar Connection 4 for levels 

3 and 4.   Pilot for spring.  Mike needs to give us feedback on writing texts. 

  

 4) Compass cut scores 

 If cut scores have been set too low, are we placing students in the 400-level classes 

who don’t belong there?   

 Of those students who are misplaced, how many are gen 1.5 who will bypass the 

system anyway? 

http://www.pbcc.edu/documents/Academic_Services/ClusterAttachment102208.pdf


 Of that population, how many would we be able to detect through a writing 

sample? 

 

Data source consulted (where appropriate) 

 

Action: 1) Richard follow up with scheduling for fall in Lake Worth, Mary for Eissey, Elizabeth 

for fall? 

 2) Shelly follow up with ideas for Susan.  Include Patti Anderson in meeting with Marc? 

 

ITEM 3. Program review issues 

 

Discussion: How can we make learning objectives consistent from prep (or high school?) through 

credit and on to four-yr institutions? 

 

 Mary suggested we go back to the EAP Consortium learning outcomes and examine those 

outcomes as a framework for reviewing our coursework.   Perhaps we could begin with 

1684  at the next meeting? 

 

Data source consulted (where appropriate) 

 

Action: Shelly will provide Consortium learning outcomes and cluster will discuss 1684 outcomes 

at next meeting.  Cluster members will discuss what they are doing in their classes relative 

to Consortium outcomes. 

 

 

OTHER. 
 

Attendance:    

    

Mary Bailey 

Richard Shepardson 

 

Elizabeth Caulfield 

Mayetta Lee 

 

Absent 

Mike Sfiropoulos 
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